Research Paper

Overall Paper
You are going to research an historical event
-only discuss events. Not before or after
-pick three or four major topics to discuss
-3-5 pages typed with 16 font
-if written, must be in black in and written only on the front side of the paper

Title Page
Must be centered left to right, top to bottom
Date will be March 10, 2015

Introduction
First paragraph of paper
Will not be on separate piece of paper
Introduction does:
Gives background info on topic
Sets the stage for the paper
Last sentence of intro will begin with “This paper will discuss …” followed by your major topics

Visual
Must be after the 1st page and before the last
Could be a picture, graph, chart or drawing
Conclusion

Last paragraph of paper

Conclusion:

1. Gives readers something to think about
2. Tells the effects of the event on history
3. First sentence begins with "This paper discussed..."

Bibliography

Last page of paper

Center the title "Bibliography" on top

Separate by different types of sources

Sources listed in alphabetical order by the author's last name